$ _OBSTAT_ variable, 398, 448

A
adding
curves, 201
effects, 214, 238–239, 588
graphs, 220
observations, 32
tables, 220
variables, 32
adding graphs, 380, 382–383
to fit window, 222, 244
adding tables and graphs
multiple regression, 220
Adj R-Sq
see adjusted R-square
adjust
speed of animation, 347
adjusted R-square, 217, 240, 327
Adjusted R-Square, 596–597
adjusted R-square
in multiple regression, 227
adjusting
axes, 127, 129, 337
ticks, 124, 337
adjusting axes
see aligning axes
see ticks
Afifi, A.A., 18
AIR data set, 17, 96, 113, 115, 345
algorithm
see method
Align, 338, 393
aligning
axes, 393
graphs, 393
ticks, 393
AMISE
see approximate mean integrated square error
analyses
comparing, 315
analysis, 5
analysis of covariance, 235
analysis of deviance, 598
logistic regression, 256
Poisson regression, 269
analysis of deviance for generalized linear models
fit analyses, 599
analysis of variance, 235
analysis of variance table, 241
assigning measurement levels, 236
examining the means, 244
multiple regression, 217
parameter estimates, 242
residuals-by-predicted plot, 243
summary of fit, 240
type III tests, 241
analysis of variance for linear models
fit analyses, 598
analysis of variance table
analysis of variance, 241
Analyze, 76, 386
Analyze:Bar Chart (Y ), 472
Analyze:Box Plot (Y ), 363
Analyze:Box Plot (Y ), 307
Analyze:Box Plot/Mosaic Plot (Y ), 75, 84, 244, 340, 428, 480
Analyze:Contour Plot (Z Y X ), 115, 508
Analyze:Distribution (Y ), 357, 380, 525, 528
Analyze:Distribution (Y ), 319, 334
Analyze:Fit (Y X ), 196, 251, 253, 263, 266, 571, 587
Analyze:Fit (Y X ), 214, 235, 304, 321, 325
Analyze:Histogram/Bar Chart (Y ), 68, 72
Analyze:Line Plot (Y X ), 96, 494
Analyze:Multivariate (Y ‘s ), 276, 651–652
Analyze:Multivariate (Y ‘s ), 284
Analyze:Rotating Plot (Z Y X ), 106, 112–113, 516
Analyze:Scatter Plot (Y X ), 87, 90, 134, 256, 290, 370, 383, 500
Analyze:Scatter Plot (Y X ), 224
analyzing by
groups, 333
analyzing by groups, 333
and group variables
formats, 341
Animate, 345
animating
graphs, 349
selections, 345
ANOVA
see analysis of variance
Anscombe residuals
fit analyses, 641
Anscombe, F.J., 648
Apply button, 214, 254, 259
Apply button
  animation dialog, 346
  fit analyses, 588
approximate mean integrated square error
  kernel estimation, 556
arranging
  see moving
arranging observations, 466
arrow buttons
  on scroll bar, 47
arrow keys, 29
arrow tool, 372
Asc/Des button, 467
assigning
  formats, 354
assigning measurement levels
  analysis of variance, 236
assigning observation states, 448
assumptions
  in linear models, 573
automatic
  marker size, 161
Axes. 475, 519
axes
  adjusting, 127, 129, 337
  aligning, 338, 393
  default scale, 338
  in bar chart, 475
  in rotating plot, 129
axis labels
  in bar chart, 474
  in box plots, 484
  in contour plots, 510
  in line plot, 495
  in rotating plots, 518
  in scatter plots, 501
Azen, S.P., 18

B
background, 408
bandwidth
  kernel estimation, 556, 616, 628
bar chart, 471
Bar Chart (Y). 472
bar chart
  distribution analyses, 549
  graphs, 549
  method, 473
  orientation, 474
  output, 474
  variables, 472
bar charts, 67–68
  bar heights in, 70
  clicking in, 69, 73
  features of, 70
  labeling bars, 70
bar heights in
  bar charts, 70
BAR statement, 713
Base SAS Software, 420
BASEBALL data set, 17, 284, 298, 354, 428
batting averages, 306
Becker, R.A., 92, 515
Belsley, D.A., 225, 231, 609, 635, 648
Bibby, J.M., 705
BINOM option, 717
Binomial, 577
binomial
  deviance, 581
  log-likelihood function, 578
  response distribution, 577
binomial deviance
  generalized linear models, 581
binomial distribution
  generalized linear models, 577
binomial log-likelihood function
  generalized linear models, 578
Binomial variable
  fit analyses, 589
bivariate plots
  confidence ellipses, 698
  scatter plot matrix, 685
blending colors, 169–170, 172
blends
  five colors, 172
  two colors, 169
Bonferroni method, 487
Both. 474, 484, 495, 501, 510, 518
box
  see cube
Box Plot (Y), 363
Box Plot (Y). 307
box plot
  distribution analyses, 549
  formatted values in, 363
  graphs, 549
Box Plot/Mosaic Plot (Y). 75, 84, 244, 340, 428, 480
box plots, 67, 75, 479–480
  clicking in, 77
  comparing distributions, 480
  comparison circles, 79, 487
  features of, 76, 78
  mean diamonds, 78
  method, 482
  multiple comparison tests, 486
  orientation, 484
  output, 483
  variables, 480
BOX statement, 714
brush, 92, 151
  changing size of, 151
  deleting, 95
  dragging, 94
  moving, 94
  resizing, 93
  throwing, 94
brushing, 92, 94
in scatter plots, 503
with extended selection, 94
brushing observations, 151
BUSINESS data set, 18
by groups, 333
comparing analyses, 336
BY statement, 713
by variable
see group variable
BY-group title, 410–411

C
C.I.
see confidence interval
C.I. for parameters
see confidence interval for parameters
calculation of
quantiles, 537
calculations
see transformations
Campbell, P.F., 18
Cancel button, 64
cancer
PATIENT data set, 20
canonical
link function, 578
Canonical, 254, 267
canonical correlation
multivariate analyses, 658
Canonical Correlation Options button, 664
canonical discriminant
multivariate analyses, 659
canonical link
quasi-likelihood, 582
canonical link function
generalized linear models, 578
canonical parameter
generalized linear models, 576
canonical scores, 449
canonical variables
components, 702
multivariate analyses, 702
cascading
window positions, 434
catalog
SAS/GRAPH, 405
CDF
see cumulative distribution function
CDF:Confidence Band, 559
CDF:Fit Parametric:Normal:Sample Mean, Std Dev, 560
cell
of data window, see editing data values
of matrix, see scatter plot matrix
centroid, 635
Chambers, J.M., 568
Chandra, M., 563, 568
changing
see editing
changing size of
brush, 151
chart
see graph
Chi-squared statistic, 217, 240, 256, 269, 597, 605
choosing
from menus, 10
order of variables, 76
class
see classification variable
see group
CLASS statement, 713
classification variables, 236
Cleveland, W.S., 92, 515, 568, 648
clicking, 8
closing windows, 63
clustered data, 503
coefficient of variation
distribution analyses, 535–536
Collier Books, 17
collinearity, 221, 609
fit analyses, 604
Collinearity Diagnostics, 220
collinearity diagnostics
fit analyses, 573, 609
multiple regression, 220
color
of curves, 202
color blending
in contour plots, 511
color blends, 169, 172
color state, 464
coloring curves, 202
coloring observations, 165
colors, 448
assigning by variable, 168, 171
background, 408
modifying blend, 169, 172
columns
in data window, 461
command line, 26
Comp. Log-log, 577
comparing
analyses, 315
comparing analyses, 315
by groups, 336
comparison circles, 79, 484
complement log-log
link function, 577
complement log-log link function
generalized linear models, 577
component plots, 687
principal components, 686
components
canonical variables, 702
principal components, 701–702
condition index, 609
fit analyses, 609
condition number
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fit analyses, 609
conditional distribution, 151, 347
**Confidence Band.** 559
confident band
cumulative distribution, 559
confidence curves
mean, 624
predicted, 624
confidence ellipse
mean, 698
prediction, 620, 698
confidence ellipses, 275, 278
**Confidence Ellipses.** 620
confidence ellipses
bivariate plots, 698
creating, 278
fit analyses, 619
interpreting, 279
mean, 621
multivariate analyses, 698
predicted, 621
confidence interval
generalized linear models, 607
likelihood-based, 608
linear models, 607
Wald, 607
confidence interval for mean
descriptive statistics, 538
confidence interval for parameters
fit analyses, 606
confidence interval for std dev
descriptive statistics, 538
confidence interval for variance
distribution analyses, 538
confidence intervals
distribution analyses, 538
confidence levels, 486
configuring
axes, 130
SAS/INSIGHT software, 427
configuring SAS/INSIGHT software, 427
Confirm dialog
exiting SAS/INSIGHT software, 63
Conover, W.J., 568
**Constant.** 580, 589
Constant
fit analyses, 589
constant
scale parameter estimates, 580
constant for scale parameter
generalized linear models, 580
CONSTANT option, 718
continuous variable
see interval variable
**Contour Plot ( Z Y X ).** 115, 508
contour plots, 115, 507
method, 509
output, 510
variables, 508
**CONTOUR statement.** 715
conventions
of user’s guide, 14
Cook’s D, 225
fit analyses, 643
Cook, R.D., 643, 648
**Copy Window.** 321
Copy Window, 321
**Copy Window.** 326–327, 336
copying
data to disk, 398
windows, 321
**CORR**
see correlation
corrected sums of squares and crossproducts, 668
correlation, 275–276, 669
and confidence ellipses, 620, 698
correlation coefficient, 278
correlation coefficients
in principal component analysis, 289
**Correlation Matrix.** 278
correlation matrix, 289, 703
descriptive statistics, 669
in principal component analysis, 286
multivariate analyses, 669
correlation matrix of the parameter estimates
generalized linear models, 579
correlations of the parameter estimates
fit analyses, 575
**COV**
see covariance
covariance matrix, 703
descriptive statistics, 668
in principal component analysis, 286
covariance matrix of the parameter estimates
fit analyses, 574
generalized linear models, 579
Covratio, 225
fit analyses, 644
Cox, D.R., 648
creating
bar chart, 472
bar charts, 68
box plots, 75
confidence ellipses, 278
contour plots, 115
distribution analysis, 528
fit analysis, 587
formats, 361
line plots, 96
mosaic plots, 84
multivariate analysis, 652
rotating plots, 106
scatter plots, 87
surface plots, 113
variables, 297
creating custom color blends, 172
**Cross** button, 239, 587
cross validation, 586
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fitting curves</td>
<td>206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crossed effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>587</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSSCP</td>
<td>703</td>
<td>see corrected sums of squares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl key</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curve</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubes</td>
<td>518</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubic spline estimator</td>
<td>626</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative Distribution</td>
<td>534</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confidence band</td>
<td>559</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empirical</td>
<td>558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empirical distribution</td>
<td>558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fit parametric</td>
<td>560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolmogorov statistic</td>
<td>558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parametric distribution</td>
<td>560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test for a specific distribution</td>
<td>562</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test for distribution</td>
<td>563</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cumulative distribution function</td>
<td>526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exponential distribution</td>
<td>527</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lognormal distribution</td>
<td>526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>normal distribution</td>
<td>526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weibull distribution</td>
<td>527</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>currency format</td>
<td>356</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cursor</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distance from</td>
<td>434</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shape of</td>
<td>372–373</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curve-fitting</td>
<td>195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curves</td>
<td>195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curves</td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curves</td>
<td>619</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curves</td>
<td>699</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adding</td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>colors</td>
<td>202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distribution analyses</td>
<td>553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fitting</td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nonparametric</td>
<td>205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patterns</td>
<td>202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>width</td>
<td>202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curves:Confidence Curves</td>
<td>624</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curves:Kernel</td>
<td>617, 629</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curves:Polynomial</td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curves:Prediction Confidence Ellipse</td>
<td>278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curves:Spline</td>
<td>615, 627</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td></td>
<td>see coefficient of variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td>398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data:Fill</td>
<td>398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data:Move to Last</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data:Sort</td>
<td>467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA=</td>
<td>460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>variable role</td>
<td>139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default options</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configure SAS/INSIGHT software</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default role</td>
<td>462</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default roles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group variables</td>
<td>339</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configure SAS/INSIGHT software</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group</td>
<td>339</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>defaults</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marker size</td>
<td>162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define Variables</td>
<td>139, 339</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deflist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see markers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>degree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of polynomial fit</td>
<td>199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>degree of expansion</td>
<td>588</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>degrees of freedom</td>
<td>206, 256, 300, 598–599, 601–603, 605</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>228, 270</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>326, 385–386</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deleting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brush</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
effects, 325–326
graphs, 384, 386
tables, 384, 386
variables, 325
density
  parametric estimation, 554
**Density Estimation**, 533
density estimation
  kernel estimation, 556
density function, 526, 576
  exponential distribution, 527
  lognormal distribution, 526
  normal distribution, 526
  Weibull distribution, 527
dependent variable
  see response variable
**Depth**, 111, 518
depth cueing, 111
descriptive statistics
  confidence interval for mean, 538
  confidence interval for std dev, 538
  correlation matrix, 669
  covariance matrix, 668
  frequency table, 541
  inverse correlation matrix, 670
  location tests, 539
  moments, 535
  p-values of the correlations, 669
  quantiles, 537
  univariate statistics, 667
deselecting, 95
design matrix, 573, 612
deviance, 217, 240, 256, 269
**Deviance**, 580
deviance, 597–599
  binomial, 581
  gamma, 581
  generalized linear models, 580
  inverse Gaussian, 581
  normal, 581
  Poisson, 581
deviance residuals
  fit analyses, 640
Devlin, S.J., 648
DF
  see degrees of freedom
Dfbetas, 225
  fit analyses, 644
Dffits, 225
**Dffits**, 226
Dffits
  fit analyses, 643
diagnostic statistics, 573
differing means, 486
Dillon, W.R., 705
dimension
  reducing, 284
dimensionality
  reducing, 655
discrete variable
  see nominal variable
DISCRIM procedure, 447
discriminant analysis, 446
disease
  see DRUG data set
dispersion parameter, 576, 578
  generalized linear models, 576, 580
  quasi-likelihood, 583
display, 8
  options, 432
**Display Options**, 408
Display options, 432
DIST statement, 716
distance from
cursor, 434
**Distribution (Y)**, 319, 334
distribution
  of response variable, 576
distribution analyses, 525
  bar chart, 549
  box plot, 549
  coefficient of variation, 535–536
  confidence interval for variance, 538
  confidence intervals, 538
  CSS, 535–536
  CV, 535–536
  exponential distribution, 527
  exponential quantile, 551
  frequency table, 541
  Gini’s mean difference, 542
  histogram, 549
  interquartile range, 537
  kernel estimation, 556
  kurtosis, 529, 535–536
  location tests, 539
  lognormal distribution, 526
  lognormal quantile, 551
  maximum, 537
  median, 537
  method, 529
  minimum, 537
  mode, 537
  moments, 535
  mosaic plot, 549
  nominal variable, 566
  normal distribution, 526
  normal quantile, 551
  output, 532
  parametric density, 554
  parametric distributions, 526
  Q1, 537
  Q3, 537
  QQ plot, 550
  QQ ref line, 565
  quantile-quantile plot, 550
  quantiles, 537
range, 537
skewness, 529, 535–536
standard error of the mean, 535–536
sum of squares corrected for the mean, 535–536
tables, 535
test for a specific distribution, 562
test for distribution, 563
trimmed mean, 546
trimmed means, 546
trimmed t statistic, 546
uncorrected sum of squares, 535–536
USS, 535–536
variables, 528
Weibull distribution, 527
Weibull quantile, 551
Weight variable, 528
Winsorized mean, 546
Winsorized means, 546
Winsorized sum of squared deviations, 546
Winsorized t statistic, 546
distribution analysis
groups, 334
distribution location tests
sign statistic, 540
signed rank statistic, 540
Student’s t statistic, 540
distributions
comparing in box plots, 480
Dixon, W.J., 547, 568
Dobson, A.J., 648
DOLLAR format, 356
double-click, 46
double-clicking, 460
draftsman’s display
see scatter plot matrix
dragging, 9, 87
brush, 94
creating a brush, 92
drilling
MINING data set, 19
DRUG data set, 18, 236, 398
Dunnett’s test with control, 487

E
E
see exponential format
Edit:Delete, 228, 270, 326, 385
Edit:Formats, 354–355, 358, 360
Edit:Formats:Other, 355, 362
Edit:Observations:Exclude in Calculations, 323
Edit:Observations:Find, 55, 316
Edit:Observations:Hide in Graphs, 144
Edit:Observations:Invert Selection, 150
Edit:Observations:Label in Plots, 135
Edit:Observations:Show in Graphs, 146
Edit:Observations:UnLabel in Plots, 136
Edit:Variables, 298, 309
Edit:Variables:log(Y), 265, 328
Edit:Variables:log(Y), 299
Edit:Variables:Other, 302, 306
Edit:Windows:Align, 338, 393
Edit:Windows:Animate, 345
Edit:Windows:Copy Window, 321, 326–327, 336
Edit:Windows:Delete, 386
Edit:Windows:Display Options, 408, 432
Edit:Windows:Fonts, 406
Edit:Windows:Freeze, 322
Edit:Windows:Renew, 137, 147, 329, 377–378
Edit:Windows:Tools, 156, 166, 371
editing
data values, 467
variables, 297
editing formats
see formats
editing graphs
see graphs
editing marker sizes
see markers
editing observations
excluding, 323
hiding, 144
labeling, 135
showing in graphs, 146
effect editing windows, 369
effects
deleting, 228, 325
in model, 238
nominal, 240, 594
removing from model, 227, 258
specifying, 587
Eigenvalue, 609
Eigenvalues, 288
eigenvalues, 655
Eigenvectors, 288
eigenvectors, 655
eigenvectors, 655
ellipses
confidence, 278
empirical
cumulative distribution, 558
cumulative empirical distribution
cumulative distribution, 558
End, 63, 320
entering
numeric data with keypad, 40
Epanechnikov, V.A., 556, 568
error term
in linear model, 572
estimated CORR matrix
fit analyses, 610
estimated COV matrix
fit analyses, 610
Eubank, R.L., 648
Exact Distribution, 589–590
Exact Distribution
fit analyses, 589–590
examining
Subject Index

data, 45
examining the means
  analysis of variance, 244

Exclude in Calculations, 323
Exclude in Calculations, 323
excluding observations, 323
excluding observations from calculations, 320
excluding observations, 323
exit the SAS/INSIGHT software, 63
Expand button, 239, 266, 588
expanded effects
  fit analyses, 588
explanatory variable, 572–573, 587
explanatory variables, 214
exploration, 5
exploring data, 67, 83, 106
exponential
  quantile, 551
  test for distribution, 563
exponential distribution
  distribution analyses, 527
  fit parametric, 560
  parametric distributions, 527
  testing for, 563
exponential family of distributions
  fit analyses, 576
  generalized linear models, 576
exponential format, 355
exponential quantile
  distribution analyses, 551
extended
  selection, 9–10
  extended selection, 10
  and color blends, 171
  brushing, 94
Extract, 318, 468
extracted data windows
  names of, 318
extracting
  observations, 316
  extracting data, 468

F
F statistic
  in analysis of variance, 241–242
  in multiple regression, 218
F test
  in analysis of variance, 218, 242
F-statistic
  in analysis of variance, 598
  in type I tests, 599
  in type III tests, 601
factorial expansion, 588
features of
  bar charts, 70
  box plots, 76
  SAS/INSIGHT software, 6
Feller, W., 568
FILE option, 711
File:End, 63, 320

File:Open, 63, 460
File:Print, 401
File:Print:Print file, 423
File:Save:Data, 398
File:Save:Initial Tables, 422
File:Save:Options, 42
File:Save:Tables, 420
files
  printing, 423
Fill Areas, 511
Fill Values, 467
Find, 55, 316
Find Next, 57, 466
finding
  observations, 149
  finding observations, 55, 316, 466
First 2 Components Plot, 687
First 3 Components Plot, 687
Fisher
  IRIS data set, 19
  FISHER option, 718
Fisher’s Scoring, 590
Fisher’s Scoring
  fit analyses, 590
Fisher’s scoring method
  generalized linear models, 579
Fisher, R.A., 19, 446, 568, 705
fisheye lens, 503
Fit (Y X), 196, 251, 253, 263, 266, 571, 587
Fit (Y X), 214, 235, 304, 321, 325
fit analyses, 571
  analysis of deviance for generalized linear models, 599
  analysis of variance for linear models, 598
  Anscombe residuals, 641
  Apply button, 588
  Binomial variable, 589
  collinearity, 604
  collinearity diagnostics, 573, 609
  condition index, 609
  condition number, 609
  confidence ellipses, 619
  confidence interval for parameters, 606
  Constant, 589
  Cook’s D, 643
  correlations of the parameter estimates, 575
  covariance matrix of the parameter estimates, 574
  Covratio, 644
  crossed effects, 587
  deviance residuals, 640
  Dfbetas, 644
  Dffits, 643
  estimated CORR matrix, 610
  estimated COV matrix, 610
  Exact Distribution, 589–590
  expanded effects, 588
  exponential family of distributions, 576
  Fisher’s Scoring, 590
  fit curves, 619
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Freq variable, 588
generalized linear models, 576
goodness of fit, 580
Group variables, 588
hat matrix, 574
hat matrix diagonal, 635
influence diagnostics, 634
kernel estimator, 616, 628
kernel function, 616, 628
Label variable, 588
leverage plots, 612
leverage variables, 642
likelihood function, 578
linear model, 572–573
linear models, 573
link function, 577
maximum-likelihood estimation, 578
mean confidence curves, 624
mean square error, 574
method, 589
model equation, 240, 594
model information, 240, 594
multicollinearity, 604
nested effects, 588
nominal variable information, 240, 594
nonparametric model, 572
nonparametric smoothers, 584
normal equation, 574
normal kernel, 616, 628
normal weight, 630
Offset variable, 589
output, 591
parameter estimates for generalized linear models, 605
parameter estimates for linear models, 603
parameter information, 240, 594
parametric confidence curves, 624
parametric polynomial, 622
parametric regression model, 572
partial leverage plots, 612
partial leverage variables, 642
Pearson residuals, 640
predicted curves, 638
predicted mean vector, 574
predicted surfaces, 637
predicted values, 636
prediction confidence curves, 624
prediction confidence ellipses, 620, 698
projection matrix, 574
quadratic kernel, 616, 628
quadratic weight, 630
Quasi-Likelihood, 589
quasi-likelihood functions, 581
residual normal QQ Plot, 612
residual normal quantiles, 636
residual plots, 611
residual-by-predicted plot, 611
residuals, 636
scale parameter, 580
scatter plot smoother, 584
smoother degrees of freedom, 585
smoother generalized cross validation, 586
smoothing spline, 614, 626
standardized residuals, 639
statistical models, 572
studentized residuals, 639
sum of squares for error, 574
summary of fit for generalized linear models, 597
summary of fit for linear models, 596
tables, 594
tolerance, 604
tri-cube weight, 630
triangular kernel, 616, 628
triangular weight, 630
type I tests, 599
type III tests, 601
variables, 587, 634
variance, 574
variance inflation factor, 604
Weight variable, 588
weighted analyses, 645
X variable, 587
X variable effects, 587
X’X matrix, 595
Y variable, 587
fit curves
fit analyses, 619
kernel, 628
nonparametric local polynomial smoother, 630
nonparametric smoothers, 584
parameter estimates, 622
parametric confidence curves, 624
parametric confidence ellipses, 619
parametric polynomial, 622
polynomial equation, 622
smoother degrees of freedom, 585
smoother generalized cross validation, 586
smoothing spline, 614, 626
fit parametric
cumulative distribution, 560
Fit Parametric:Normal:Sample Mean, Std Dev, 560
FIT statement, 717
fitting curves, 195
cross validation, 206
generalized cross validation, 206
loess smoother, 208
loess smoother fit, 208
normal kernel fit, 205
parametric regression, 196
polynomial, 196
fitting techniques, 619
five-color blends, 172
flipping graphs, 388–390
focus
see zooming
fonts
choosing, 406
footnotes, 410–411, 414
FORMAT procedure, 353, 361
**Formats.** 354–355, 358, 360
formats
  and group variables, 341
  assigning, 354
  creating, 361
  currency, 356
  decimal, 354
  exponential, 355
  in analysis tables, 359
  in data window, 358
  in groups, 363
  of axes, 357–358
  of values, 359
  scientific, 355
  sorting by, 467
  use in calculations, 363
**Formats:Other.** 355, 362
formatting, 353
  group variables, 341
formula
  see transformation
Freedman, D., 231
Freeze, 322
Freeze, 322
freezing windows, 322
Freq
  see frequency
FREQ option, 714, 716–717
Freq variable
  fit analyses, 588
  multivariate analyses, 652
frequency role, 462
frequency table
  descriptive statistics, 541
  distribution analyses, 541
frequency values
  in bar charts, 473
  in box plots, 482
  in distribution analyses, 529
  in fit analyses, 589
  in multivariate analyses, 653
frequency variable
  in box plot, 472
  in box plots, 480
  in distribution analyses, 528

G
**Gamma.** 577
gamma
  deviance, 581
  log-likelihood function, 578
  response distribution, 577
gamma deviance
  generalized linear models, 581
gamma distribution
  generalized linear models, 577
gamma log-likelihood function
  generalized linear models, 578
GCV
  see generalized cross validation
general linear model, 235
  see linear model
generalized cross validation
  fitting curves, 206
generalized linear model, 571–572
  components of, 252–253, 264–265
  logistic regression, 251
  Poisson regression, 263
  specifying, 253, 266
generalized linear models, 576
  binomial deviance, 581
  binomial distribution, 577
  binomial log-likelihood function, 578
  canonical link function, 578
  canonical parameter, 576
  complement log-log link function, 577
  confidence interval, 607
  constant for scale parameter, 580
  correlation matrix of the parameter estimates, 579
  covariance matrix of the parameter estimates, 579
  deviance, 580
  dispersion parameter, 576, 580
  exponential family of distributions, 576
  Fisher’s scoring method, 579
  fit analyses, 576
  gamma deviance, 581
  gamma distribution, 577
  gamma log-likelihood function, 578
  goodness of fit, 580
  gradient vector, 579
  Hessian matrix, 579
  identity link function, 577
  inverse Gaussian deviance, 581
  inverse Gaussian distributions, 577
  inverse Gaussian log-likelihood function, 578
  likelihood function, 578
  linear predictor, 576
  link function, 576–577
  log link function, 577
  logit link function, 577
  maximum quasi-likelihood estimation, 583
  maximum-likelihood estimate for scale parameter, 580
  mean deviance, 581
  mean deviance for scale parameter, 580
  mean Pearson chi-squared, 581
  mean Pearson chi-squared for scale parameter, 580
  natural parameter, 576
  normal deviance, 581
  normal distribution, 577
  normal log-likelihood function, 578
  offset, 576
  overdispersion, 581
  Pearson chi-squared, 581
  Poisson deviance, 581
Poisson distribution, 577
Poisson log-likelihood function, 578
power link function, 577
probit link function, 577
quasi-likelihood functions, 581
response distribution, 577
scale parameter, 580
scale parameter estimates, 580
scaled deviance, 580
scaled Pearson chi-squared, 581
variance function, 576
generalized residuals, 635
Gini’s mean difference
distribution analyses, 542
robust estimation, 542
Goldstein, M., 705
goodness of fit, 580, 614, 626
fit analyses, 580
generalized linear models, 580
GPA data set, 87, 106, 144, 156, 214, 276, 370
grade point average, 18
grapher
see hand tool
grade point average
GPA data set, 18
gradient vector
generalized linear models, 579
graph
options, 432
Graph options, 432
graphics
printing, 405
saving, 405
Graphs, 239, 254, 549, 685
graphs
adding, 380, 382–383
aligning, 393
bar chart, 549
box plot, 549
deleting, 384, 386
flipping, 388–390
growing, 387
histogram, 549
margin between, 434
mosaic plot, 549
moving, 387
multivariate analyses, 685
orienting, 388–390
QQ plot, 550
shrinking, 387
size of, 434
sizing, 387
Graphs:First 2 Components Plot, 687
Graphs:First 3 Components Plot, 687
Graphs:Partial Leverage, 221
Graphs:QQ Plot, 550, 552
Grosse, E., 648
group
default variables, 339
group role, 462
group variable
in box plots, 480
in line plot, 494
in rotating plots, 516
group variables, 333–334
default roles, 339
Group variables
fit analyses, 588
group variables
formatting, 341
in contour plots, 508
in distribution analyses, 528
in rotating plots, 500
Group variables
multivariate analyses, 652
group variables
order of, 340
groups
analyzing by, 333
order of, 462
H
hand
adjusting axes, 127
hand tool, 50, 466
Hastie, T.J., 206–207, 648
Hat Diag, 222
hat diagonal, 222
hat matrix
fit analyses, 574
hat matrix diagonal
fit analyses, 635
heights
of bars, 474
Help, 15
help
context-sensitive, 16
Help key, 16
help system, 14, 17
index, 16
SAS/INSIGHT software, 14, 17
Help:Index, 16
Help:Introduction, 16
Help:Reference, 16
Help:Techniques, 16
Hessian matrix
generalized linear models, 579
Hide in Graphs, 144
hiding observations, 143–144
Hinkley, D.V., 648
histogram, 471
distribution analyses, 549
graphs, 549
Histogram/Bar Chart (Y), 68, 72
Hoaglin, D.C., 648
holding the mouse button, 376
horizontal
see orientation
Subject Index

Horizontal Axis at Bottom, 474, 484, 495, 501, 510
host, 8
  available colors, 169
host resources, 427, 441
Hotelling’s T-squared statistic, 619, 698
Hotelling, H., 705
Hsu’s test for best, 487
Hsu’s test for worst, 487
Hsu, J. C., 486, 488
HTML, 424
hypothesis testing, 218, 241–242, 256, 525, 539, 553, 558–559, 573, 598–602, 604, 608

I
identifying observations, 88, 133, 289
  in box plots, 77
Identity, 577
identity
  link function, 577
identity link function
  generalized linear models, 577
ill conditioned, 609
Iman, R.L., 540, 568
in analysis of variance
  mean, 244
in distribution analyses
  frequency variable, 528
  group variables, 528
  label variable, 528
in multiple regression
  parameter estimates, 218
in Multivariate analysis
  scatter plot matrix, 278
in principal component analysis
  correlation coefficients, 289
include/exclude state, 448
Include/Exclude state, 464
independent variable
  see explanatory variable
Index, 16
index
  help system, 16
  SAS/INSIGHT User’s Guide, 14
INFILE option, 711
influence diagnostics
  fit analyses, 634
influential observations, 226, 635, 643–644
Initial Tables, 422
initial values
  see default values
initializing
  see configuring SAS/INSIGHT software
input data set
  see DATA= option
interaction effect, 238
interaction effects
  specifying, 266
Interactive Data Analysis, 26

Intercept, 588
intercept
  QQ ref line, 565
interpreting
  confidence ellipses, 279
interquartile range
  distribution analyses, 537
interval variable, 462
interval variables, 47, 68
  in analysis of variance, 236
Introduction, 16
inverse correlation matrix
  descriptive statistics, 670
multivariate analyses, 670
Inverse Gaussian, 577
inverse Gaussian
  deviance, 581
  log-likelihood function, 578
  response distribution, 577
inverse Gaussian deviance
  generalized linear models, 581
inverse Gaussian distributions
  generalized linear models, 577
inverse Gaussian log-likelihood function
  generalized linear models, 578
Invert Selection, 150
invisible observations, 146
invoking
  SAS/INSIGHT software, 46
IRIS data set, 446
  Fisher, 19

J
Jobson, J.D., 705
Johnson, N.L., 568
joint distribution, 151
journaling SAS/INSIGHT session
  see saving tables

K
Kaiser, H.F., 656, 705
Kent, J.T., 705
correlation coefficients, 289
kerneldensity estimation, 556
  distribution analyses, 537
  mean integrated square error, 556
  normal, 556
  normal distribution, 556
  quadratic, 556
  quadratic distribution, 556
  triangular, 556
kernel estimator
  fit analyses, 616, 628
in fit analyses, 572
kernel function
  choice of, 556
  fit analyses, 616, 628
  normal, 616, 628
  quadratic, 616, 628
  triangular, 616, 628
Kleiner, B., 568
Kolmogorov statistic, 562
  cumulative distribution, 558
Kotz, S., 568
Krzanowski, W.J., 705
Kuh, E., 225, 231, 609, 635, 648
  kurtosis, 535–536
  distribution analyses, 529, 535–536
Kutner, M.H., 238
Kvalseth, T.O., 648

L
label
  in data window, 136
  observations, 133
  permanent, 135
  removing, 136
  temporary, 134–135
Label button, 137
Label/Unlabel state, 464
label role, 462
label variable, 137, 139
  fit analyses, 588
label variable
  in box plot, 472
  in box plots, 480
  in contour plots, 508
  in distribution analyses, 528
  in line plot, 494
  in rotating plots, 516
Label variable
  multivariate analyses, 652
label variables
  in box plots, 76
  in rotating plots, 500
label/unlabel state, 448
Label/UnLabel state, 464
labeling observations, 88
Labels, 474, 484, 495, 501, 510, 518
  bar chart axes, 474
  box plot axes, 484
  contour plot axes, 510
  line plot axes, 495
  of transformed variables, 306
  rotating plot axes, 518
  scatter plot axes, 501
lack of fit
  see goodness of fit
layout
scatter plot matrix, 91
learning
  SAS/INSIGHT software, 14
least-squares estimates, 573
Lee, E.T., 20
Lehmann, E.L., 540, 568
level
  see classification variable
  see group
  see measurement level
level sets, 115
leverage plots
  fit analyses, 612
leverage variables
  fit analyses, 642
LIBNAME statement, 460
library, 46
Library, 460
likelihood function
  fit analyses, 578
  generalized linear models, 578
likelihood ratio, 608
likelihood ratio test, 257
likelihood-based
  confidence interval, 608
likelihood-ratio statistic
  type III tests, 602
line fit, 198
line plot, 493
Line Plot ( Y X ), 96, 494
line plot
  method, 494
  output, 495
  variables, 494
line plots, 83
LINE statement, 714
linear model, 572
  fit analyses, 572–573
linear models
  confidence interval, 607
  fit analyses, 573
linear predictor
  generalized linear models, 576
linear regression, 198
link function, 576
Link Function, 589
  link function, 589, 594
    canonical, 578
    complement log-log, 577
    fit analyses, 577
    generalized linear models, 576–577
    identity, 577
    log, 577
    logit, 577
    power, 577
    probit, 577
LINK option, 717
linking of windows, 88, 322
local polynomial fit
weight function, 630
locating observations
  see finding observations
Location Tests, 541
location tests, 541
  descriptive statistics, 539
  distribution analyses, 539
loess fit
  weight function, 630
loess smoother
  fitting curves, 208
loess smoother fit
  fitting curves, 208
log, 328
Log, 577
log
  link function, 577
log link function
  generalized linear models, 577
log transformation, 265, 298
log( Y ), 265, 328
log(Y), 299
log-likelihood function
  binomial, 578
  gamma, 578
  inverse Gaussian, 578
  normal, 578
  Poisson, 578
logistic regression, 251
  analysis of deviance, 256
  model equation, 255
  modifying the model, 257
  parameter estimates, 256
  residuals-by-predicted plot, 256
  summary of fit, 255
  type III (LR) tests, 257
  type III (Wald) tests, 256
Logit, 577
logit
  link function, 577
logit link function
  generalized linear models, 577
lognormal
  quantile, 551
  test for distribution, 563
lognormal distribution
  distribution analyses, 526
  fit parametric, 560
  parametric distributions, 526
  testing for, 563
lognormal quantile
  distribution analyses, 551
LR
  see likelihood ratio
M
  magnifying glass tool, 370–372
  main effect, 238
  major ticks, 124
manager, 445
Mardia, K.V., 705
margin between
  graphs, 434
marginal histograms, 380, 392
marker, 47
Marker Sizes, 160–161
marker sizes
  in bar chart, 475
marker state, 464
markers, 88, 155, 157, 448
  assigning by variable, 158
  size of, 160
MARKERSIZE option, 714–716
matrix
  of rotating plots, 112
matrix, correlation
  see correlation matrix
matrix, covariance
  see covariance matrix
matrix, design
  see design matrix
matrix, hat
  see hat matrix
matrix, Hessian
  see Hessian matrix
matrix, pattern
  see pattern matrix
matrix, X’X
  see X’X matrix
maximum, 667
  distribution analyses, 537
  maximum quasi-likelihood estimation
    generalized linear models, 583
  maximum redundancy
    multivariate analyses, 659
  maximum-likelihood estimate
    scale parameter estimates, 580
  maximum-likelihood estimate for scale parameter
    generalized linear models, 580
  maximum-likelihood estimation
    fit analyses, 578
    generalized linear models, 578
McCabe, G.P., 18, 217, 231, 241, 276, 280
McCullagh, P., 20, 260, 264, 576, 581, 648
McLaughlin, D.H, 546–547
McLaughlin, D.H., 568
mean, 217, 240
Mean, 245
  mean, 256, 269, 359, 481
Mean, 483
  mean, 535–536, 560, 578, 596, 667, 703
    box plot, 245
    confidence curves, 624
    confidence ellipse, 698
    in analysis of variance, 244
  mean confidence curves
    fit analyses, 624
    mean confidence ellipse
Subject Index

multivariate analyses, 698
mean confidence ellipses, 621
mean deviance
generalized linear models, 581
scale parameter estimates, 580
mean deviance for scale parameter
generalized linear models, 580
mean diamonds, 78, 247–248
mean integrated square error
kernel estimation, 556
mean line fit, 199
mean Pearson chi-squared
generalized linear models, 581
scale parameter estimates, 580
mean Pearson chi-squared for scale parameter
generalized linear models, 580
mean square error, 206
fit analyses, 574
means, 78
measurement level, 47, 236, 462
assigning, 237
variables, 462
median, 76, 479, 482
distribution analyses, 537
memory
storing data set in, 398
memory, optimizing, 162
menu, 8, 10
pulldown, 10
menu bar, 10
method
bar chart, 473
box plots, 482
contour plots, 509
distribution analyses, 529
fit analyses, 589
line plot, 494
multivariate analyses, 653
options, 428, 430
rotating plots, 517
scatter plots, 500
Method button, 266, 482, 531, 589, 654, 657
Method dialog
Fit window, 253, 266
method options, 428, 430
minimum, 667
distribution analyses, 537
MINING data set, 316
drilling, 19
MININGX data set, 19, 196
minor ticks, 124
MISE, 557
MISE
see mean integrated square error
missing values, 54, 301
in bar charts, 473
in box plots, 482
in contour plots, 509
in distribution analyses, 529, 531
in fit analyses, 589
in line plots, 494
in multivariate analyses, 653
in rotating plots, 517
in scatter plots, 500
MLE, 580
MLE
see maximum-likelihood estimate
MLE, Theta=0, 560
mode
distribution analyses, 537
parametric density, 555
model
modifying, 588
removing effects, 227, 258
specifying effects, 587
model effects, 238
model equation
fit analyses, 240, 594
logistic regression, 255
multiple regression, 217, 289
model information
fit analyses, 240, 594
in Fit window, 254, 269
modifying
see editing
modifying the model
logistic regression, 257
multiple regression, 227
poisson regression, 270
moments, 537
descriptive statistics, 535
distribution analyses, 535
monochrome images, 409
Moore, D.S., 217, 231, 241, 276, 280
Morrison, D.F., 705
mosaic plot
distribution analyses, 549
graphs, 549
mosaic plots, 83, 480
Motif window manager
setting X resources, 441
mouse, 8
mouse button, 8
Move to First, 466
Move to Last, 50, 466
moving
columns, 52
graphs, 387
tables, 387
moving observations, 466
MSE
see mean square error
Muenchen, R.A., 521
MULT statement, 716
multicollinearity
fit analyses, 604
multiple
selection, 9
Subject Index

multiple color blends, 170
multiple comparison circles, 487
multiple comparison of means, 79
Multiple Comparison of Means, 484
Multiple Comparison Options, 484, 486
Multiple Comparison Test, 486
multiple comparison tests
  Dunnett’s test with control, 487
  Hsu’s test for best, 487
  Hsu’s test for worst, 487
  pairwise Bonferroni, 487
  pairwise t-test, 487
  Tukey-Kramer all pairs, 487
multiple regression, 213
  adding tables and graphs, 220
  analysis of variance, 217
  collinearity diagnostics, 220
  model equation, 217, 289
  modifying the model, 227
  parameter estimates, 218
  partial leverage plots, 221
  residual-by-hat diagonal plot, 222
  residual-by-predicted plot, 219
  saving the residuals, 230
  summary of fit, 217
  type III tests, 218
Multivariate (Y’s), 276, 651–652
Multivariate (Y’s), 284
  multivariate analyses, 651
  canonical correlation, 658
  canonical discriminant, 659
  canonical variables, 702
  confidence ellipses, 698
  corrected sums of squares and crossproducts, 668
  correlation matrix, 669
  Freq variable, 652
  graphs, 685
  Group variables, 652
  inverse correlation matrix, 670
  Label variable, 652
  maximum redundancy, 659
  mean confidence ellipse, 698
  method, 653
  output, 661
  p-values of the correlations, 669
  prediction confidence ellipse, 698
  principal component plots, 686
  principal components, 655, 701–702
  principal components rotation, 657
  scatter plot matrix, 685
  sums of squares and crossproducts, 668
  tables, 667
  univariate statistics, 667
  variables, 652
  variance divisor, 654
  Weight variable, 652
  weighted analyses, 703
Multivariate analysis, 283
Myers, R.H., 230–231

N
N, 667
  see number of observations
name mangling, 411
Names, 474, 484, 495, 501, 510, 518
  names
    of data windows, 318
    of transformed variables, 306
names of
  extracted data windows, 318
  names of tables, 424
naming
  catalog entries, 410–411
  Cook’s D variables, 643
  Covratio variables, 644
  data sets, 399
  dfbetas variables, 644
  Dffits variables, 643
  partial leverage variables, 642
  residual variables, 637, 639–642
  variables, 635
natural parameter
  generalized linear models, 576
navigating, 31
Nest button, 588
nested effects
  fit analyses, 588
New Observations, 467
New Variables, 467
  NOBUTTON option, 712
  NOCONFIRM option, 712
  NOEXACT option, 718
  NOINT option, 717
  NOMENU option, 711
nominal variable, 462
  distribution analyses, 566
  nominal variable information
    fit analyses, 240, 594
  nominal variables, 47, 71
    in analysis of variance, 236
    selection, 10
  noncontiguous
    selection, 10
  noncontiguous selection, 10
  nonparametric curves, 205
Nonparametric Curves button, 592
  nonparametric local polynomial smoother
    fit curves, 630
  nonparametric model
    fit analyses, 572
  nonparametric regression, 205
  nonparametric smoothers
    fit analyses, 584
    fit curves, 584
Normal, 577
  normal
    deviance, 581
    kernel estimation, 556
    kernel function, 616, 628
log-likelihood function, 578
quantile, 551
response distribution, 577
test for distribution, 563
weight function, 630
normal deviance
generalized linear models, 581
normal distribution, 279
distribution analyses, 526
fit parametric, 560
generalized linear models, 577
ekernel estimation, 556
parametric distributions, 526
testing for, 563
normal equation
fit analyses, 574
normal kernel
fit analyses, 616, 628
normal kernel fit
fitting curves, 205
normal log-likelihood function
generalized linear models, 578
normal quantile
distribution analyses, 551
normal quantile-quantile plot
fit analyses, 612
normal quantiles, 637
normal weight
fit analyses, 630
NOSCROLL option, 712
null hypothesis
see hypothesis testing
number of observations
as label, 135
as observation label, 88
in data window, 464
in Moments table, 535–536
number of variables
in data window, 461

O
objects, 420
output, 424
observation, 25
observation number
as label, 135
as observation label, 88
observation state, 448
observation states, 448, 464
saving, 398, 465
Observations, 246
observations, 464
Observations, 475
observations
number of, see number of observations
adding, 32
brushing, 92, 151
coloring, 165
deselecting, 145
excluding, 320
extracting, 316
finding, 55, 149, 316, 466
hiding, 143–144
identifying, 88
in bar chart, 475
invisible, 149
labeling, 88
markers, 47, 88
marking, 155
new, 467
querying for, 55
selecting, 88
slicing, 143, 151
sorting, 52, 467
states, 464
toggling display of, 143, 147, 246
Observations:Exclude in Calculations, 323
Observations:Hide in Graphs, 144
Observations:Invert Selection, 150
Observations:Label in Plots, 135
Observations:Show in Graphs, 146
Observations:UnLabel in Plots, 146

ODS
see Output Delivery System
of data windows
names, 318
offset
generalized linear models, 576
of bars, 473, 475
OFFSET option, 717
Offset variable
fit analyses, 589
OK button, 214
Open, 63, 460
OPEN statement, 712
opening
data set, 460
data window, 460
operation of
SAS/INSIGHT software, 8
optimizing memory, 162
optional variables, 76
options, 428, 430
Options, 432
options
BINOM, 717
box plot, 245
CONSTANT, 718
DATA, 711
display, 408, 432
distribution, 381
FILE, 711
FISHER, 718
FREQ, 714, 716–717
graph, 432
grey scale graphics, 411
in fit analysis, 197
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFILE</td>
<td>711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABEL</td>
<td>714–717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINK</td>
<td>717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARKERSIZE</td>
<td>714–716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>method</td>
<td>428, 430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOBUTTON</td>
<td>712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOCONFIRM</td>
<td>712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOEXACT</td>
<td>718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONT</td>
<td>717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOMENU</td>
<td>711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOSCROLL</td>
<td>712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFFSET</td>
<td>717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER</td>
<td>713–714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>output</td>
<td>428, 430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER</td>
<td>717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUASI</td>
<td>718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESP</td>
<td>717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS/INSIGHT</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saving</td>
<td>427, 440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE</td>
<td>718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setting default</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOOLS</td>
<td>711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>used in this book</td>
<td>409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT</td>
<td>716–717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>window</td>
<td>432–433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XAXIS</td>
<td>713–716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAXIS</td>
<td>713–716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAXIS</td>
<td>715–716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>see moving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of bar chart</td>
<td>474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of box plots</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of contour plots</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of line plot</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of scatter plots</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>474, 484, 495, 501, 510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>474, 484, 495, 501, 510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>474, 484, 495, 501, 510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orienting graphs</td>
<td>388–390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER option</td>
<td>713–714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outlier</td>
<td>546, 611, 686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outliers</td>
<td>91, 292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bar chart</td>
<td>474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contour plots</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>line plot</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multivariate analyses</td>
<td>661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objects</td>
<td>424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>options</td>
<td>428, 430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotating plots</td>
<td>518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scatter plots</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output button</td>
<td>217, 474, 483, 495, 501, 518, 532, 591, 661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Components</td>
<td>701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Delivery System</td>
<td>420, 423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Principal Components: 2</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Variables button</td>
<td>592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>output window</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overdispersion</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generalized linear models</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson regression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>218, 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-values</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for likelihood ratio type III tests</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-values of the correlations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>descriptive statistics</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multivariate analyses</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pairwise Bonferroni</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pairwise t-test</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parameter estimates</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analysis of variance</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fit curves</td>
<td>622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in multiple regression</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logistic regression</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiple regression</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson regression</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parameter estimates for generalized linear models</td>
<td>605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fit analyses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parameter estimates for linear models</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parameter information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fit analyses</td>
<td>240, 594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parametric regression</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parametric confidence curves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fit analyses</td>
<td>624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fit curves</td>
<td>624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parametric confidence ellipses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fit curves</td>
<td>619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parametric Curves button</td>
<td>592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parametric density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distribution analyses</td>
<td>554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mode</td>
<td>555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parametric distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cumulative distribution</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parametric distributions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distribution analyses</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exponential distribution</td>
<td>527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lognormal distribution</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>normal distribution</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weibull distribution</td>
<td>527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parametric estimation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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